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Abstract
Phishing is a routine method of online identity theft and virus 
spreading using forged web pages. For phishing detection and 
prevention, previously a new methodology to detect the phishing 
website based on the Anti-Phishing Image Captcha validation 
scheme using visual cryptography is proposed. It prevents leakage 
of password and other confidential information to the phishing 
websites. Prior systems used visual cryptographic schemes to 
counter phishing pages where one secret captcha image share 
resides with user and the other secret shares reside in server. 
During authentication a genuine server forwards its share and 
the user forwards his share resulting in a secured access to the 
system via a reconstructed captcha. The reconstructed captcha 
always happens to be same and is prone to character recognition 
based attacks. To overcome this problem we propose to use visual 
cryptographic schemes to counter phishing and an interactive 
captcha to counter character recognition based attacks. By 
recording CAPTCHA solving time on a per-character basis, we 
propose to use Single Slow Response Detection Algorithm, Two 
Consecutive Slow Responses Detection Algorithm, and Dynamic 
Detection Threshold Algorithms for CAPTCHA enables a server 
detect and reject 3rd party human attacks in ways not possible 
with existing CAPTCHAs. Combined with visual cryptographic 
schemes, slow response and dynamic activity detection algorithms 
along with round trip mechanisms using ajax procedures we offer a 
dynamic captcha that can thwart all possible authentication threats. 
A practical implementation of the proposed system validates our 
claim.

I. Introduction
Phishing [1-2] web pages are forged web pages that are created 
by malicious people to mimic Web pages of real web sites. Most 
of these kinds of web pages have high visual similarities to scam 
their victims. Some of these kinds of web pages look exactly like 
the real ones. Victims of phishing web pages may expose their 
bank account, password, credit card number, or other important 
information to the phishing web page owners. It includes techniques 
such as tricking customers through email and spam messages, 
man in the middle attacks, installation of key loggers and screen 
captures. So a better system is required to counter phising attacks 
effectively and efficiently.
Later, the concept of image processing and an improved visual 
cryptography is used. Image processing is a technique of processing 
an input image and to get the output as either improved form of 
the same image and/or characteristics of the input image. In Visual 
Cryptography (VC) an image is decomposed into shares and in 
order to reveal the original image appropriate number of shares 
should be combined. VCS is a cryptographic technique that allows 
for the encryption of visual information such that decryption can 
be performed using the human visual system. 
In proposed system, CAPTCHA plays an important role in 
protecting Internet resources from attacks by automated scripts. 
Prior systems used visual cryptographic schemes to counter 
phishing pages where one secret captcha image share resides 
with user and the other secret share resides in server. During 

authentication a genuine server forwards its share and the user 
forwards his share resulting in a secured access to the system via a 
reconstructed captcha. The reconstructed captcha always happens 
to be same and is prone to character recognition based attacks. To 
overcome this problem we propose to use visual cryptographic 
schemes to counter phishing and an interactive captcha to counter 
character recognition based attacks. By recording CAPTCHA 
solving time on a per-character basis, we propose to use the 
following algorithms for CAPTCHA that enable it to detect and 
reject 3rd party human attacks in ways not possible with existing 
CAPTCHAs.

Single Slow Response Detection Algorithm• 
Two Consecutive Slow Responses Detection Algorithm• 
Dynamic Detection Threshold Algorithm.• 

In proposed system, we offer dynamic captcha that can thwart all 
possible authentication threats.

II. Related Work
The following popular technologies used to find victims, but they 
have several drawbacks:

Blacklist-based technique with low false alarm probability, • 
but it cannot detect the websites that are not in the blacklist 
database. Because the life cycle of phishing websites is too 
short and the establishment of blacklist has a long lag time, 
the accuracy of blacklist is not too high.
Heuristic-based anti-phishing technique[3], with a high • 
probability of false and failed alarm, and it is easy for 
the attacker to use technical means to avoid the heuristic 
characteristics detection.
Similarity assessment based technique (Phish-Secure) is • 
time-consuming. It needs too long time to calculate a pair of 
pages, so using the method to detect phishing websites on the 
client terminal is not suitable. And there is low accuracy rate 
for this method depends on many factors, such as the text, 
images, and similarity measurement technique. However, 
this technique (in particular, image similarity identification 
technique) is not perfect enough yet.
An offline phishing detection system[4] named LARX, • 
acronym for Large-scale Anti-phishing by Retrospective data-
eXploration to counter phishing attacks has been proposed but 
ends out to be offline and not dynamic to real world events.
An antiphishing mechanism[5] using Bayesian approach • 
happens to be better. This framework synthesizes multiple 
cues, i.e., textual content and visual content, from the given 
web page and automatically reports a phishing web page. But 
it also happens to be computationally expensive process.

VCS (visual crypto system)[7] is a cryptographic technique that 
allows for the encryption of visual information such that decryption 
can be performed using the human visual system. We can achieve 
this by one of the following access structure schemes.

(2, 2)- Threshold VCS scheme- This is a simplest threshold • 
scheme that takes a secret message and encrypts it in two 
different shares that reveal the secret image when they are 
overlaid.
(n, n) -Threshold VCS scheme-This scheme encrypts the • 
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secret image to n shares such that when all n of the shares 
are combined will the secret image be revealed.
(k, n) Threshold VCS scheme- This scheme encrypts the • 
secret image to n shares such that when any group of at least 
k shares are overlaid the secret image will be revealed.

In the case of (2, 2) VCS, each pixel P in the original image is 
encrypted into two sub pixels called shares. Note that the choice 
of shares for a white and black pixel is randomly determined 
(there are two choices available for each pixel). Neither share 
provides any clue about the original pixel since different pixels 
in the secret image will be encrypted using independent random 
choices. When the two shares are superimposed, the value of the 
original pixel P can be determined. If P is a black pixel, we get 
two black sub pixels; if it is a white pixel, we get one black sub 
pixel and one white sub pixel. 

III. Proposed System
Facing with the growing threat of 3rd party human attacks on 
existing technologies, the industry is in need of a reliable defense 
technique.
In proposed system, CAPTCHA[9] utilizes a sequence of mouse 
clicks to allow a user. First, a normal CAPTCHA image is 
dynamically generated and displayed. Now, the user clicks on 
the CAPTCHA image to begin the CAPTCHA input sequence. 
Upon clicking on the CAPTCHA image, several buttons with 
obfuscated characters appear below the CAPTCHA. This update 
is performed via an asynchronous JavaScript (Ajax) [6] request to 
the server that is rendered back to the user’s web browser without 
refreshing the whole web page. Once the set of character buttons 
is displayed, the user must click on the button corresponding to 
the first character in the CAPTCHA image. Upon each click, a 
new set of buttons is rendered.

Fig. 1: In the above fig., we are showing that how Our Proposed 
System Works. Click the Similar Letters Available in the ICapthca 
Proof

Fig. 2: In the Above Fig., if We Click the Other Word Which is 
Not Similar to the Captcha Check(PS). The New Captcha Will 
be Generated

This input sequence continues until one click has been performed 
for each character of the CAPTCHA image. On the server side, 
session information is stored about the indices of the correct 
responses and the indices of the user clicks. When the input 
sequence is complete, the correct index sequence is then compared 
with the user clicked index sequence. If there is a match, the 
CAPTCHA has been correctly decoded by the user.

IV. Attack Detection
We can detect and reject 3rd party human attacks, simply by 
recording CAPTCHA solving time on a per-character basis. 
Based on the recorded time, we use the following algorithms for 
CAPTCHA that enable us to detect and reject the attack which is 
not possible with existing CAPTCHAs.
Initial algorithm is Single Slow Response Detection Algorithm. In 
this algorithm, CAPTCHA contains a text image. If a test image 
text has n letters, then a user will click n times which produce n 
per-character response times. The first detection algorithm rejects 
any CAPTCHA test responses that have one or more per-character 
response times greater than a predefined threshold.
After implementing Single Slow Response Detection Algorithm, 
we will move to next algorithm called Two Consecutive Slow 
Responses Detection

Algorithm
In this algorithm, each and every user should have a similar decode 
time U to decode and click on each of the corresponding characters 
of a CAPTCHA. Here, the response time of per-character is 
evaluated by both the user decode time and the Round Trip Time 
(RTT) between the web server and web browser. 
If the network between a server and a client is not reliable or 
has very dynamic bandwidth, occasionally a user’s per-character 
response time may be significantly higher due to network jitter, 
and hence, may cause a false positive detection. Network jitter 
may happen from time to time, but the per-character response 
times from an attack are consistently higher than normal. Taking 
advantage of this unique feature, we can improve the detection 
algorithm as follows: we only reject a CAPTCHA test that has 2 
consecutive per-character response times above the threshold D. 
This second detection algorithm significantly reduces the false 
positive rate, as confirmed by our performance study.
After reducing the false alarm rate, now we implement the 
Dynamic Detection Threshold Algorithm. In this algorithm, If a 
user is legitimate and has a high-latency connection, like a dial-
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up modem, the per-character response time may be significantly 
larger than a predetermined threshold. We have accounted for this 
by utilizing a dynamic threshold which adapts to an individual 
user’s network latency. 
In this algorithm, there are 2 important parameters. They are: 
Round Trip Time and Average baseline time.

RTT can be calculated by inserting an automatic round trip • 
in the Ajax code. After the user clicks on a button to reply to 
the first character, the client side Ajax script sends a request 
to the server for a new set of buttons for the second character. 
At this moment, the server responds with a ping command 
and the client side.
Uavg is the average baseline time for a human user to decode • 
and click on the corresponding character. The value of Uavg 
can be obtained based on observation of past client responses 
code responds with a pong. This interaction allows the server 
to calculate RTT.

To achieve this, we detect the Round Trip Time (RTT) between the 
server and a remote user based on the ongoing HTTP connection, 
and then set the detection threshold for the user as:
Threshold = RTT + Uavg  

V. Conclusion
Phishing web pages are forged web pages that are created by 
malicious people to mimic Web pages of real web sites. Most of 
these kinds of web pages have high visual similarities to scam 
their victims. In proposed system, CAPTCHA plays an important 
role in protecting Internet resources from attacks by automated 
scripts. Prior systems used visual cryptographic schemes to 
counter phishing pages where one secret captcha image share 
resides with user and the other secret share resides in server. During 
authentication a genuine server forwards its share and the user 
forwards his share resulting in a secured access to the system via a 
reconstructed captcha. The reconstructed captcha always happens 
to be same and is prone to character recognition based attacks. To 
overcome this problem we propose to use visual cryptographic 
schemes to counter phishing and an interactive captcha to counter 
character recognition based attacks. By recording CAPTCHA 
solving time on a per-character basis, we propose to use the 
various algorithms for CAPTCHA that enable it to detect and 
reject 3rd party human attacks in ways not possible with existing 
CAPTCHAs. In proposed system, we offer dynamic captcha that 
can thwart all possible authentication threats.
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